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MORASO is the result of a true team effort. The
newsletter generates a lot of excitement and
energy and provides students with useful life
skills: for example understanding committees,
target audiences, editing, interviewing, research,
working to deadlines and working as a team.
Who is Imbali?
Imbali is a professional training provider of
art, craft and design skills and creative arts
teacher education. With 28 years of experience,
Imbali is a leader in its field. As a non-profit
organisation (NPO) Imbali focusses on the
disadvantaged in society.
Vision
To change people’s lives through arts education
and training.
Mission
Imbali is committed to achieving and maintaining
a leadership role in the arts, crafts and design
education and training sector through upholding
high standards of training and professional
teacher development, emphasising creativity and
innovation in everything we do.
Imbali is characterised by the following key
attributes:
• Helping individuals reach their full potential as
artists, crafters, designers and teachers.
• Contributing to the development of a vibrant
artistic and cultural economy in South Africa
• Excellence, innovation and mastery in the arts
and crafts sectors
• Upliftment, sharing and co-operation between
arts, crafts, design and other disciplines
With this set of values, Imbali will continue to

Imbali plays with Play Africa

grow and set new standards in the fields of craft
production and design and creative arts teacher
education in South AFrica.

By editorial team

Play Africa is a non-profit company and social
enterprise that is building the first children’s
museum of its kind in South Africa. Play Africa is
a bold, exciting and ground-breaking project in
post-apartheid South Africa. In collaboration with
a diverse array of partners, they seek to transform
the landscape of the city of Johannesburg for
children and families.

Imbala is a non-profit organisation that relies on
funding to run all its activities.
Credits
Bongeka Ntandane, Sifundo Mabatha, Sbongile
Ngobeni, Mahlatse Mojapelo, Thandi Mke,
Tshepo Ntuka, Mduduzi Mayekana-journalists
Bonga Gamede- cartoonist/ journalist
Sfiso Suntsha -assistant editor
Lungani Mogale- editor in chief

Play Africa approached Imbali at the beginning of
the 4th term to collaborate to create prototypes
of fabric fruit and vegetables for their “farm to
market” project which is to teach children about
nutrition and where food comes from and at the
same time allow them to play, count and sort the
different fruits and vegetables. The task for the
Imbali first year
students has
been to design
and create a
number of life
size fruit and
vegetables out of
fabric.
The second years
have been tasked
with coming up
with screen print
designs of fruit
and vegetables
for t-shirts and
fabrics.
Both first and
second years had
to start by doing
observational
drawing of
the fruit and
vegies, this was
enjoyable and
vibrant as we
had a studio
full of all the
different fresh fruit and veg. This drawing was to get their
eyes used to the details and different shapes of the fruit
and veg. Then the first years next step was to model the
fruit and veg in clay while the second years had to take
their drawings further by developing them into paper cut
stencils and “positives” for printing.
We look forward to Imbali’s continued collaboraton with
Play Africa. Hopefully next year we will receive orders for
some of the protoypes we have developed.

Letter from the editors
This 9th edition of MORASO has once again been
carried out by a team of Imbali students. We met
right in the beginning of the year to assign tasks
and agree on roles and responsibilities. Everyone
started off very enthusiastic, but as the year wore
on some individuals struggled to meet the dead
lines. This was because there was so much else
happening at Imbali, products to complete, tests
to write, markets and exhibitions to attend etc.
But we made it in the end and most people were
able to finish their own articles. Everyone ended
up learning a lot which is the most important
thing for us. The fact that we have a newsletter
coming out is also important and makes us proud.
We are extremely happy with this year’s team
who have put this edition together for the readers
to enjoy once more.
FRONT COVER: First year Imbali
students displaying their soft fruit and
veg prototypes made for Play Africa.

Ildiko Caspo’s installation made from straws

Second year Imbali students
draped in their fruit and veg
screen print fabrics made for
Play Africa.
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BRICS Artisan Exchange Programme
(5-15 September, 2016)

Ceramics with Sinethemba Xola

by Portia Thenjwayo

The first years had a wonderful opportunity to be introduced to clay by a professional ceramist Sinethemba Xola. He is from Port Elizabeth (Motherwell) in the Eastern Cape and he got
his B-Tech degree in practical and academic training (Ceramic Design) from P.E. Technikon.
He is currently lecturing craft production in ceramics at Central Johannesburg Collage.
For most of the students it was the first time coming across clay and it was an amazing
experience. Even the ones who had worked with this wonderful material before were very
impressed and learned new techniques and ways of handling clay. “Sinethemba is a very cool
guy and one of the things I got from him was advice from one ceramist to another, and his
techniques make it very easy to handle clay. His way of decorating a piece is very clever,” said
Persy Mamba.
The project was for the first years to make bowls. Sinethemba would come in twice a
week and Lungani would take over all other days to make sure we produced at least 8
identical bowls by the end of the project even though not all of us could reach the number.
The aim for the module was for us to actually learn how to control clay, so some had 6 and
4 pairs after many breakages but at the end we were able to handle clay and make a series
of the same product.

Two staff members from Imbali, Justine Watterson and Portia Thenjwayo were lucky enough
to go to India in September to attend a BRICS Artisan Exchange Programme. The programme
was held in the ancient city of Jaipur, and apart from Justine and Portia, the South African
group consisted of Mary Mawela from Boitumelo embroidery project in Hillbrow, Nokuphiwa
Gedze from Keisikamma Art Project in Hamburg, Eastern Cape and Nomusa Sithole from
Inthutuko in Daveton. Other participants were 4 Brazilians, 5 Russians, 5 Chinese and 25
Indian embroiderers. This was a wonderful opportunity for all. Apart from meeting artisans
from the other 4 BRICS countries and engaging in a very interesting workshop programme,
we also got to see a little of Jaipur and learn about its history.
The workshop programme first involved the embroidery of some BRICS logos which will be
framed and given to the Presidents and other officials of each of the BRICS countries. This
was followed by an activity where we were divided into 5 groups and each group was given
a theme around which to create a new range of embroidered products. The themes were
based on the elements: fire, air, space, earth and water. Each group consisted of 5 Indians,
1 Chinese, 1 South African, 1 Russian, and 1 Brazilian. Although sometimes it was difficult to
communicate, in the end the collaboration produced good outcomes which were exhibited at
the BRICS Summit in Goa, India in October.

By Sifundo Mabatha

After the workshop in Jaipur, Justine and Portia spent 5 days in Deli visiting the SSMI wood
block printing project. This was very inspiring and hopefully over the next year or so our
collaboration and exchange will develop and more students and staff from Imbali will have
the opportunity to learn about this ancient Indian textile tradition.
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Student expedition
By Thandi Mke

The first year students of 2016 went to Johannesburg Library as our first expedition to
learn how to actually do research and we were given a task which was to research about an
art segment which we knew little or nothing about. Our second trip was to Johannesburg
Art Gallery to see other artists’ works and the purpose of this trip was to enhance our
observation, discuss the elements and principles of the artwork and to try and interpret
the artwork the way we saw it. We also went to WAM (Wits Art Museum) where we saw an
interesting exhibition and we were inspired by more artworks. The other expedition for the
first year was at the Botanic Gardens, this one was part of our potato printing project to look
at all those beautiful plants and to draw leaves as designs for our project.
The second year students embarked on an expedition to Art Africa at Parkview and Moyo’s
Craft Shop at the Zoo Lake as part of their business course to research about costing and
pricing, displaying and marketing a product. The students say it was very helpful to actually
see products which were similar to their own and get to compare the price range and retail
mark up. They say they were inspired by the arts and crafts of other artists by the end of
that day.

A visit to an exhibition
by Thando Mke
I have been inspired by an exhibition at the Standard Bank Gallery when Imbali took us there
to see the artworks of different artist all under theme ‘Air: Inspiration-Expiration.
What I learned in this exhibition about air is that, although it is in and around us at
very moment air is not something that we see, we can feel it, but what are we feeling?
Cyril Coetzee, wrote of this exhibition ‘air in itself
is without direction, it eludes the word “gas” which
derives from the ancient Greek khaos (chaos) meaning
empty space; air is typically elastic, it can be stretched
and compressed, if you swing your arm rapidly through
the air, the air yields and reunite behind your arm.’
The inspiring thing about this exhibition is all the different
artworks from different artists, how they use many
different techniques and using different materials and
yet conveying the same message and that was just so
fascinating to see how the sky is the limit for us artists.

Craft business in the news
By Mahlatse Mojapelo
In my opinion, being busy is the start to running a
business. Learning to work hard and always keep
busy is the key to starting your successful craft
business.
Craft business study is a subject that is set to
teach us the different elements of macro and
micro business environments as well as the
complex and diverse nature of different craft
enterprises.
Craft business study lays the foundation for
students considering a career in craft business,
and gets them ready for the work space and how
to run and manage their own craft businesses. It
also helps students to be very passionate about
their craft and graduates to be positive about their
undergraduate experiences and opportunities to
pursue personal interests and ideas and know
what factors to take into consideration when
starting a business. It is well known that some of
the objectives of business are to meet the needs
of the customers and to make a profit.
Finding work after graduating is always one of the challenges facing craft graduates and not
all feel prepared for the world of work on leaving the course, so learning about the business
of crafts helps students to invest in their own development. Business studies also helps
students understand that craft is a marathon not a sprint, we don’t rush to complete and
find ourselves in business, we work our way up to owning a craft business. Business study is
helpful to students. Students are able to value their products and hard work and are able to
manage their businesses as crafters.

In May Imbali reived
an order for 1250
black and white screen
printed make up purses.
A team of second and
third year students and
some graduates went into production. This took
the team of 15 people just under one month
and the results were spectacular. An excellent
example of how Imbali crafters can work to
make a viable business from their skills.
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Exchanging Skills,
Imbali to Keiskamma
By Sbongile Ngobeni
On the 8th of May 2016, third year Imbali students, along with facilitators, took a trip to a
place near East London, a village called Hamburg. This was first time that Imbali had a trip
like that, out of Gauteng. On the day of arrival we met with some of the Keiskamma artists
so they could brief us on what was on for the
next morning. After the introduction, Xhosa
traditional food was served and later on we were
taken to our places to rest and refresh from the
long trip we had. Ladies had their own house as
did the guys.
Next morning we all went down to the new
studios to meet other artists and we were joined
by Justine and Ruth. The introductions took us
to another village called Bodium to meet with
other artists and because The Keiskamma Art
Project has so many studios the introduction
took about two days! Then the morning after the
introduction we went to the sea to find objects to
work with on the starting project.
The Keiskamma artists specialize in embroidery
and appliqué, and that was the skill that Imbali
had to learn from the Keiskamma people as we
were joined by Stacey. The theme was the sea.
Because it was the first time at the sea for some
of the Imbali students, it was easy for us to come
up with a design for our appliqués.
Saturday early morning we went for bird
watching with Carol, Linda and Sinovuyo from
Keiskamma, so they were the ones telling us
where and when we can find the birds as well as
their names. After bird watching it was a music
concert at the music studio, the Keiskamma Music
Academy in collaboration with students from an
East London school called
George Randel High. They
played and sang amazingly
and people loved them.
Their music is well
polished and unexpected.
Carol invited everyone
to her house for dinner
and we all enjoyed
ourselves singing, dancing
and ended up leaving late.
On Sunday some of the
Imbali students went for
a swim and a relax as we
had been busy from the
minute we arrived.
Everyone completed
their appliqué and the plan

was to combine it into one big piece of artwork, everyone worked hard and so when it was
done it became one big artwork with everyone’s name at the bottom of it. The artwork was
taken to Johannesburg. We all set off back to our homes homes on the 18th of May on the
bus and arrived the following morning after a stay of ten days in Hamburg.

Keiskamma to Imbali

A group of 10 participants from the Keiskamma Art Project were welcomed to the Imbali
studios in Johannesburg on Wednesday the 24th of May. The very same day of arrival they
were introduced to every Imbali student and after that the third years of Imbali had to show
them what products they were busy with, as they are doing their incubator year. Keiskamma
was impressed. Later they were taken to Shaft 17 Conference Centre where they would stay
while in Johannesburg.
Day two started with the Keiskamma
group and the Imbali third years working
with special visiting teacher Yda. Yda is well
known for her screen printing work. She was
pleased to come to Imbali to facilitate as it
was not her first time to work with imbali.
Yda took everyone to walk around joburg to
find inspiration for the project they where
about to start. After school, the Keiskamma
participants went to visit the Origins center
at Wits.
On Saturday morning it was a city walk for
the Keiskamma artists just to go have a view
of Jozi. Later on it was the Africa day concert
in Newtown. They went with a few Imbali
students, they sure had fun and enjoyed the
concert till late. Sunday is was a Soweto tour.
Back to work on Monday they started
exposing their drawn images of the city
onto the screens with Godfrey (a graduate
from Imbali who now works for Yda). This
was a nice experience for the artists. Later
on it was starch batik with mama Connie,
the following day tie dye and the whole
afternoon was spent with Mama Connie. I
say, even if they didn’t say it themselves,
they did enjoy with all they had to do and
getting to explore working in a different
space away from theirs.
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The shop recons
In the past year some Imbali graduates got
an amazing opportunity to have a space
to open and manage a craft shop in the
Newtown Junction, a shopping mall that was
also opened last year. Mduduzi Mayekana
went to find out how the shop has being
doing from Bongiwe Kheswa who is one
of the shopkeepers.
Mduduzi: What is the name of your shop?
Bongi: BonTee Art Collection
Mduduzi: How long exactaly have you been
around and is there progress since your
existence?
Bongi: It has been one year six month and our shop is getting bigger even customers are
used to us now and we started without a name but now we are registered.
Mduduzi: How do you market yourself?
Bongi: We do our marketing via facebook, business cards, flyers and sometimes we go to
exhibitions around Joburg, places like Maboneng, Con Hill and Jorbug theatre.
Mduduzi: What is it that you take into consideration when you select products from crafters?
Bongi: We check the quality of a product, if it’s hand-made, the colours, if they actually
match and creativity if our clients will actually appreciate it.
Mduduzi: What are the challenges you have come across since you opened?
Bongi: The challenges we come across is when a client orders a few of our sup
plier’s products, we have to communicate with the supplier to make sure they deliver and
sometimes they don’t do it on time or just disappear and leave us with an unsatisfied
customer and the loss of a customer puts a lot of stress on us.

Prudi: Its doing okay but a bit slower than before the mall behind
the museum. The products are developing, improving and they
are unique so that keeps us going.

Mduduzi: What is your mission and vision for the shop?

Tshepo: Since the Imbali shop has been existing for some time
now, would you say now you have regular customers and is the
number increasing?

Bongi: Our vision is to see the shop growing,
becoming well known and expanding to maybe
other shopping malls all over and in that way
we get to employ people and be an opportunity
for artist to supply and sell their work through
BonTee and the mission is to keep our clients
happy supplying them with beautiful and quality
products.

Prudi: Yes it is actually growing we do have regulars some are local and some are tourists.
Tshepo: At the Imbali workshop you often invite facilitators from outside, so does that mean
you introduce new products often also at the shop?
Prudi: Yes we do actually, and that’s the other thing that keeps some of our regulars popping
in at the shop to see what new products we might have and usually the response has been
good also.

Tshepo Ntuka went to the Imbali shop
in Museum Africa to talk to Prudence
Muthimuni who is the shop manager to find
out how the Imbali shop is doing.
Tshepo: How is the shop doing in terms of sales
and products?
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Tshepo: You are an artist yourself also, but how is the experience of managing a craft store?

The Imbali/Keiskamma stand at
the Fringe in Maboneng.

Prudi: The experience is very good especially when I explain to customers I know what I’m
talking about as if the products are mine, again it helps a lot to hear their feedback about our
unique products.
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A Found Poem

Young Love

A found poem

Such a strong love
Yet so young
It feels unconditional
But will it burn eternal

It’s art that gets into your heart
You can tell apart the ones who do art
They vibe they’re alive
They’re from another tribe
They learn the craft
Triumph over the past
They go agaist the tide
Explore far and wide
And take on tough tasks
Something special from the start
Forever in your heart
It’s art.

Imbali, a beautiful flower
Art is freedom & art is power
Artists can create or stop a war
Artists love Imbali, a beautiful flower
Art is nature’s most basic fundamental
law
Art is sweet but it can also be sour
Crafts of an artist are the reflection of
his core
Art is within the smallest grain of sand
& the tallest tower
Imbali, a picture of a beautiful flower I
will draw
Art was there in the beginning it will
still be there in the final hour
Artworks can evoke strong emotions
that are raw
Forces of art with my 3rd eye I shall
devour
Wonderful designs of Mother Nature
beckoning me to see more
More of Imbali, a beautiful flower
reflecting a meteor shower
Spiralling patterns of petals send my
mind on a psychedelic tour.
By: Sifiso (Frequency)

Though its built on a cliff
She seem to grow in me
She speaks of us and the future
I say only time will tell
Will it pass the test of time?
Will it survive the 4 seasons of life?
It feels good but is it right?
If we could make choice of whom to
love
would we still choose each other??

It is past 9am
and the classes
have started and
already the laptop
plugs are full of
phone chargers.
Late comers are
still on the way
and the report is
as always, stuck
on the trains.
After school
is another
time of
drama,
cleaning
groups argue
and some they
dodge. Then
you find those
who don’t
want to leave
the studio.

She says its true love
I say its young love
But I hope it grows and sews our
hearts as one.
In desperate times one would fall
for anything
Good or bad, most of all you are
vulnerable
We can’t foresee the future so
rather not guess
or wonder but just wait to be
astonished.
By Lungani Mogale

BOOK REVIEW
Embroidery Basics (a needle
knowledge book) by Cheryl
Fall
This is a guiding book about
embroidery. Embroidery is an
ancient method for creating
beautiful art works. It is a very
popular technique and it’s easy,
fun and does not require a lot of
material. This is a very handy/
nice book, and it has different
interesting stitches that can give you ideas on how to decorate using
embroidery. - Sizwe Hendrick Eksteen

Step by step pottery by Angela Wallace and
Angelique Kirk
This is a pottery guide book, a very helpful book that
teaches you step by step methods and techniques
as well as the different types of clay, decorating
techniques and firing. It has different hand building
methods (step by step) teaching you to create
mugs, pots etc. it is a very practical book with clear
explanations and instructions. - Mahlatse Mojapelo
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Cartoon by Bonga

They don’t
want to leave
not because
they enjoying
the lessons
but to
quickly finish
up their own
products.

And the wi-fi
saga which got
the students
stuck on this
in this building,
they can go
online and
download as
much as you
like.

Have your Say:
As we all may know, art has its own power in the world, and politics affect almost every area of our lives. Mondle
and Thembani ask in a straight and forward question to you as an artist and the reader of this newsletter: Does
politics affect the arts and how?
Stacey Haajem (Imbali programme manager): There are as many reasons for making art as there are artists,
but all artists are influenced by events that unfold in the world and the country they live in. Some artists make
art overtly about society whilst others focus on their inner selves or universal issues, but all artists are rooted in a
particular social, economic and political context.
Artists can only function if they have freedom of expression and so you’ll often find in communities that the artists
are the first people to voice their discomfort with the system, especially speaking (or painting or singing) truth to
power in various ways. This often gets them into trouble…ask Brett Murray about his 2010 artwork, ‘The spear’!
Gaia Manco (Freelance writer and Imbali special guest lecturer):
Definitely. We all live in a specific society and we are influenced by the world around us. Sometimes politics
inspires artists, as it happened for socialist art in Russia, for example. Sometimes artists are oppressed by the
political regimes of their countries, as it happens now in China, so not only art but the artists themselves are
affected by politics. Art can also be political: it can carry a political message, for example equality or women’s
rights. This is why dictators often are suspicious of artists, I think!
Justin Watterson (Imbali director): Yes, particularly the funding climate around the arts. You will find that one
minister prioritises a particular area, for example, the developent of a vibrant craft industry in South AFrica.
Then suddenly there is a lot of funding for this. Next thing, a reshuffle takes place, someone else comes into
power and priorities change. It is very difficult to make long term plans within this sector because change takes
place frequently.
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Imbali third year
student contemplating
Empyrean:Castle in the Air,
2015 by Lyndi Sales at the
AIR Inspiration-Expiration
Exhibition at the Standard
Bank Gallery

Imbali can be contacted @ The Bus Factory, 3 Helen Joseph Steet, Newtown, Johannesburg. Tel: +27 11 492 3333
Web site: imbali.za.org •Facebook: Imbali Visual Literacy Project

All the products that you see here in our newsletter you can find for sale in the Imbali shop inside
Museum Africa.
We would like to thank all our facilitators for their help and guidance during the year.
Special thanks to our funders and partners without whom
none of this would be possible:
National Lotteries Commission | Virginia Wellington Cabot
Foundation | National Arts Council | Play AFrica | SSMI
JIWA | Caths SETA | Museum Africa | The Imbali Board
Friends of Imbali

